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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE 1st CLASS, NALBARI 

 

Case No. GR 1647/2017 u/s 341/324/506 IPC 

 

STATE 

-Vs- 

MANTU ALI KAKATI…………..  Accused 

 

 

Present: RUBINA YASMIN, A. J. S.    

 

Advocates appeared:   

  Mrs Manika Chakraborty………for the State. 

Mr. Abdul Mazid………for the accused. 

 

Date of prosecution evidence – 14.09.17, 30.10.17, 08.05.18, 20.03.18, 

13.06.18 

Date of argument – 3.07.18  

Date of judgment – 17.07.18 

 

 

Judgment  

1. Md. Matiur Rahman initiated the instant case by filing written 'ejahar' 

before the O/C, Mukalmua P.S. on 25.10.16. Prosecution case in brief 

is that, on 3.10.16, at about 9.30 pm, when the informant along with 

his friend Ilias Ali were coming from Rampur market towards their 

house, accused persons restrained their way and physically assaulted 

them and also snatched away Rs. 10,000/- from the informant. It is 

also alleged that the accused persons had knife in their hands and 
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when the informant raised hue and cry, accused persons intimidated 

them and also tried to stab him in his chest but the informant 

somehow rescued himself but got hurt in his left hand. Thereafter, 

accused persons left the place of occurrence. 

2. On receipt of the 'ejahar', police has registered the case as  

Mukalmua P.S. case No. 375/16 u/s 341/387/324/506/34 IPC and 

investigated the matter. On completion of investigation, police filed 

charge sheet against the accused person Mantu Ali Kakati u/s 

341/324/506 IPC. 

3. During trial, accused person entered his appearance on receipt of 

summons from the court and was allowed to go on bail. Relevant 

copies of the case were furnished to him u/s 207 Cr.P.C. Upon perusal 

of materials on record and after hearing both sides, sufficient 

materials were found against the accused person u/s 341/324/506 

IPC and accordingly charges were framed. The contents of the 

charges were read over and explained to the accused to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

4. Prosecution in support of the case examined six witnesses. Defence 

side declined to adduce any witness in support of their claim. The 

accused person was examined u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. to which he denied 

all the allegations leveled against them. 

5. I have heard argument of both sides. 

 

Points For Determination 

 

6. Upon hearing and perusal of the record, I have framed the following 

points for determination: 

1. Whether the accused person on 3.10.16 near Rampur market 

wrongfully restrained the informant and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 341 IPC?  

2. Whether the accused person on same date, time and place 
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voluntarily caused hurt by using dangerous weapon to the 

informant/victim and thereby committed an offence punishable 

u/s 324 IPC? 

3. Whether the accused person on same date, time and place 

criminally intimidated the informant/victim and thereby committed 

an offence punishable u/s 506 IPC? 

   

 

 

Evidence on Record 

 

7. I have carefully gone through the entire evidence on record and 

 materials placed before me. 

8. PW 1 Motiur Rahman deposed in his examination-in-chief that the 

occurrence took place on 3.10.16. On that day, at about 9.30 p.m. he 

and his friend Ilias Ali were coming towards house and near Rampur 

market a lone place he was restrained from back as well as from the 

front by two bikes. He knows Mantu Ali Kakati and Ashik Kakati. He 

stated that Mantu Ali came from front and tried to stab in his chest. 

However, when he restrained him, he got hurt in his left hand. Ashik 

Kakati snatched away Rs. 2,000/- from his money bag and also 

driving license from the bag. He also stated that Mantu Kakati 

intimidated him with dire consequences. In the meantime, four 

wheeler car when came to the place of occurrence, all the accused 

persons managed to escape and later Abdul Rahman took him to 

Mukalmua hospital for treatment and later, he filed the 'ejahar'. It is 

exhibited as Ext. 1. 

In his cross-examination, he stated that accused persons have 

filed one Civil case against him and his uncle Gafur Ali and the said 

Civil case is going on since 7 years. He also stated that accused 

persons filed case against him and Gafur Ali in 2016 in which, 
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accused persons alleged that they have beaten her daughter. He 

further stated that Rampur market get closed at 7.30 p.m. He further 

stated that place of occurrence is 3 km away from his house. He also 

stated that Gafur Ali reached the place of occurrence10-15 minutes 

later. He also stated that Gafur Ali reached the place of occurrence 

after 10-15 minutes of the fighting. He further stated that he did not 

inform Gafur Ali. He also stated that Mukalmua P.S. is near his house 

but he has not filed any 'ejahar' before the said police station. He 

also stated that Mukalmua P.S. and Mukalmua hospital are nearby. He 

also stated that four days subsequent to the occurrence, they filed 

the case before the court. He also stated that Ilias Ali is his driver. He 

further stated that police has recorded his statement 22-25 days 

later.  

9. PW 2 Gafur Ali deposed in his examination-in-chief that on the date 

of occurrence, at about 9.30 p.m. he was coming from Rampur 

market towards his house. Somewhere in Losima and Rampur lone 

place, he saw Mantu Ali Kakati and Ashik Ali. He saw Mantu Ali Kakati 

was carrying one knife and tried to cause hurt to Matiur Rahman. 

Matiur got hurt in his left hand. He further stated that when he raised 

hue and cry, accused persons escaped from the scene. Later, he went 

to the house and Motiur went to the medical. He further stated that 

later he went to the medical and Motiur informed him that Ashik 

snatched away Rs. 2,000/- from him. 

In his cross-examination, he stated that accused persons have 

been illegally possessing his property since 8 years and since then, he 

is not good terms with the accused persons. He also stated that his 

office in Mukalmua PAC and that, on the date of occurrence, he 

entered Rampur market when returning from his office. He also 

stated that he did not meet Motiur in the market. He further stated 

that he came from Rampur market at about 9.20 p.m. He also stated 

that he did not remember as to when police recorded his statement. 
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He further stated that he did not remember if he has given his 

statement 20 days from the date of occurrence. He denied that 

Motiur has informed him about the occurrence.  

10. PW 3 Ilias Ali deposed in his examination-in-chief that on the date of 

occurrence, at about 9.30 p.m. he and Motiur were returning from 

Rampur market and in the middle of Rampur and Losima three bikes 

came from front side and restrained them and started beating Motiur 

and when he tried to obstruct them, one of the accused persons tried 

to stab Matiur Rahman as a result of which, he got hurt in his hand. 

Seeing this, he escaped from the place of occurrence. Later, he when 

he went to Motiur, he informed him that Mantu Kakati had beaten 

him. He further deposed that he left the place of occurrence out of 

fear.  

In his cross-examination, he stated that he is a driver of Motiur 

Rahman and that, on the date of occurrence, he was coming from 

Rampur Chowk and that, he stays in Rampur whole day. Later he 

stated that he has no shop in Rampur Chowk. He further stated that 

he met the informant at 7 p.m. in Rampur Chowk. He also stated that 

place of occurrence is one far away from his house and on that day, 

he left the place of occurrence and went to the house and he did not 

inform any one of the incident. He further stated that subsequent to 

the incident Motiur took him to the Mukalmua P.S. He admitted that 

he has stated before police that he along with Motiur went to his in-

law's house. He also admitted that he stated before police that he 

does not know as to whether Motiur got hurt. He also admitted that 

he stated before police that he did not recognize any of the accused 

persons who attacked Motiur. He also admitted that he has not stated 

before police that Mantu Ali has attacked Motiur Rahman.  

11. PW 4 Abdul Rahman deposed in his examination-in-chief that at the 

time of occurrence, at about 9.30 p.m. he was returning from 

Rampur market towards his house. When he reached the middle of 
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Rampur and Losima four wheeler car came from back and he saw 3-4 

persons  and when he went nearby the Place of occurrence, Matiur 

and one bike was lying on the ground and when he asked him, he 

replied that Mantu Ali, who resides near his house, has beaten him. 

When he saw cut in his hand, he took him to the hospital. On the 

next day, Matiur Rahman took him to the police station and filed the 

'ejahar'.  

In his cross-examination, he stated that he has fishery in Losima 

and he stays at night. Place of occurrence is 7 km away from his 

house and Rampur market is 1 km away. He further stated that on 

the date of occurrence, he went to Rampur market at about 4 p.m. in 

a Tempo and he returned from the market at about 7.30-9.30 p.m. 

He further stated that he did not go to the market to buy any 

materials. He further stated that on that day, he did not see any of 

the accused persons residing their village and that, he has not 

informed any one of about the occurrence. He further stated that he 

saw cut in the right hand of Matiur Rahman. Later, he again stated 

that he did not inform to the Mukalmua P.S. 

12. PW 5 Selim Ali deposed in his evidence that he had heard that 

altercation took place between Motiur Rahman and Mantu Ali with 

regard to property issue and the occurrence took place in Rampur 

Chowk and he has no knowledge about the occurrence.  

13. PW 6 Pulakesh Rabha is the Investigating Officer of this case. He 

deposed that on 25.10.16 Matiur Rahman filed 'ejahar' before the 

court. O/C received the 'ejahar' and registered the same as 

Mukalmua P.S. case No. 375/16 and investigated the matter and 

entrusted him with the task of investigation. He went to the place of 

occurrence, prepared sketch map and recorded statements of the 

witnesses and did not find anything to be seized. On completion of 

investigation, he submitted charge sheet against accused person 

Mantu Ali Kakati u/s 341/324/506 IPC. 
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In his cross-examination, he stated that occurrence took place on 

3.10.16 and ejahar was filed on 25.10.16. Place of occurrence 5 km 

away from the police station. He stated that on investigation, he 

found that both parties are in dispute in regards to some property. He 

confirmed that PW 2 Gafur Ali stated before him that he came to 

know about the occurrence from the informant himself. PW 3 stated 

that he had not seen the accused snatched away money from Matiur. 

He also stated that who attacked Matiur, he does not know. He 

confirmed that PW 4 has stated that four wheeler car came from 

backside and accused ran away.   

 
Judicial Determination 

 
14. As per the Pw1 ‘s version on the date of occurrence when he and his 

friend was coming from Rampur market the accused person 

restrained his way and attempted to stab him in his chest with a knife 

but the same got hit in his left hand and caused him hurt. Later Pw 4 

Abdur Rahman took him to the hospital. This clearly indicate that Pw 

4 was present at the time of occurrence. when the evidence of Pw 1 

is juxtaposed with that of Pw 4 it is seen that Pw 4 has only stated 

that when he reached near the place of occurrence a four wheeler 

came from back and he saw 3-4 persons and when he went nearby 

the place of occurrence he saw, Matiur and one bike was lying on the 

ground and when he asked him, he replied that Mantu Ali, who 

resides near his house, has beaten him. Therefore, it is doubtful as to 

whether Pw 4 has actually seen the accused person commit the 

offence as he only mentioned that in the light of the four wheeler he 

saw 3-4 persons and when he reached nearby they went away. And 

also the I/o has confirmed that Pw 4 has stated before him that a 

four wheeler came from back side and the accused person ran away 

but he could not recognize them. Moreover, Pw 4 has stated that he 

saw injury in the right hand of the informant whereas the informant 
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stated that he got hurt in his left hand. Therefore the evidence of Pw 

4 becomes unworthy of credit. 

15. On further perusal of the evidence it transpires that Pw 2 claims to be 

the eye witness to the incident. Whereas the informant as Pw1 stated 

in his cross examination that Pw 2 Gofur Ali came to the place of 

occurrence 15-16 minutes after the occurrence. Moreover, Pw 4 

Abdur Rahman also did not mention anything about Gofur Ali being 

present at the time of occurrence. Rather, Pw 4 has stated in his 

cross examination that he did not see any other person form his 

village on that day. Furthermore, when the evidence of Pw 2 is 

juxtaposed with that of the I/O it transpires that he stated before the 

I/O that he has come to know about the occurrence from the 

informant itself. On entire perusal of the cross examination of Pw 2 it 

gives a picture of Pw 2 being in conflict with the accused with regard 

to some property issues since long time. The investigating officer also 

confirmed the same. 

16. Coming to the evidence of Pw 3 Ilias Ali who was present with the 

informant it is seen that when the accused person did the alleged act 

Pw 3 escaped from the occurrence out of fear and went to his home. 

But during his cross examination he admitted that he stated before 

the I/O that he did not know as to where the informant got hurt and 

that he does not recognize the accused person who attacked the 

informant and that he has not stated before the police that Mantu Ali 

has attacked the informant. The I/O also confirmed the same. 

17. Moreover, there has been delay in filing the ejahar. The informant 

stated that 4 days later he filed the complaint before the court and 

that no ejahar was filed before the Mukalmua police station. However 

on perusal of the complaint it is seen that the complaint was filed on 

25.10.16. Instead of justifying the delay the informant was trying to 

convince the court that he filed the ejahar on time. The delay of 22 

days is a matter of significance which the Prosecution failed to justify 
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the same and hence gives a doubt to the prosecution case. 

 

18. Situated thus, I find that the prosecution side has miserably failed to 

establish the guilt of the accused person beyond all reasonable 

doubt. Accordingly the accused person Mantu Ali Kakati is held not 

guilty of the offence punishable under Section 341/324/506 IPC and 

accordingly he is acquitted and set at liberty forthwith. 

19. The bail bond furnished on behalf of the accused persons shall 

remain in force for further period of 6 months. 

20.  The seized articles if any be given in zimma as per law in due 

course. 

 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 17th day of July, 2018. 

 

 

 

Rubina Yasmin 

        J.M.F.C. Nalbari 

 

APPENDIX 

 

Prosecution witness:- 

 

PW 1 – Matiur Rahman 

PW 2 – Gofur Ali  

PW 3 – Ilias Ali 

PW 4 – Abdur Rahman 

PW 5 – Selim Malik 

PW 6 – Pulakesh Rabha 

 

Defence witness:- 
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Nil  

 

Prosecution Exhibits:-  

EX 1 – Ejahar 

EX 1(1) – Signature of the informant  

EX 2 – Sketch map 

 EX 2 (1) – Signature of I/O 

 EX 3 – Charge Sheet 

EX 3 (1) – Signature of I/O 

  

Defence Exhibits:- 

 

Nil      

     

Rubina Yasmin  

        JMFC Nalbari 

    


